Cash theft and shrinkage are on the rise. How do you protect your margins and employees?

### The Challenges of Cash Management

**Loss from cash theft is on the rise.**
Cash handling in stores is manual, time consuming and difficult to reconcile. Retailers risk loss from internal and external theft, compromising the safety of employees and customers.

- **CASH THEFT IS THE 2nd HIGHEST** area of loss for retail stores, and greater than bad checks, credit card fraud, refund fraud and Internet fraud combined.
- **98 PERCENT OF THE COSTS** for accepting cash payments are due to armored transportation, cashier labor and risk from theft.
- **27 HOURS ON AVERAGE** are spent per week counting, verifying, reconciling, and preparing cash deposits by store employees.

### The Opportunity for Retailers

CorPoint from Fiserv provides retailers a turnkey cash management solution to manage all cash needs on a single Web-based platform. With CorPoint, retailers place orders and connect directly to smart safe systems, and have full visibility of deposits, balances, denominations, cashiers and alerts on a Web portal or mobile device that facilitates provisional credit.

- **STREAMLINE CASH MANAGEMENT**
  Reduce manual cash handling, labor and automate reconciliations.
- **IMPROVE CASH FLOW**
  Gain access to funds faster with provisional credit.
- **REDUCE CASH LOSSES**
  Cash deposits stored in smart safes reduce shrinkage, transportation, need to walk deposits to the bank and risk of theft.
- **CONTROL AND VISIBILITY**
  Online visibility to cash orders and deposits for all locations and customizable reports and alerts.

**CorPoint®**
Simplifying Cash Management for Retailers
Automate Cash Operations

- Reduces labor and time preparing deposits
- Eliminates errors counting cash
- Reduces the number of employees handling cash

Reduce Loss/Theft and Improve Employee Safety

- Cash secured in a safe—no one can access the safe until an armored carrier picks it up
- Reduces cash shrinkage
- Smart safes eliminate the need for employees to walk deposits to the bank
- Improves accuracy of cash deposits and reporting

Better Visibility Into Reporting and Cash Reconciliation

- Centralized view of all locations cash deposited by who, time of day, denomination and where the cash is within the supply chain
- Automated/customizable reporting by balance, pick up and deposit
- Provides data near real-time
- Quick and easy cash ordering online

Improve Cash Flow and Productivity

- Gain access to funds faster with provisional credit
- Always know how much cash is in each location
- Smart safes reduce the number of armored carrier pick ups
- Increase employee productivity by freeing up key store personnel to focus on other business needs

CorPoint®
Simplifying Cash Management for Retailers